**KANSANS ON EDUCATION**

**KANSAS VOTERS:** Where do they stand on education and spending?

**“SCHOOLS SHOULD ALWAYS BE OPEN FOR OUR KIDS.”**
(Even when adults are fighting over the budget)

- **82%** say **SCHOOLS SHOULD STAY OPEN** during education policy debates.
- **73%** say NO to HIGHER TAXES.
- **57%** say NO to property or sales’ tax hikes.

**“DISTRICTS SHOULD BE HELD ACCOUNTABLE TO PARENTS FOR EDUCATION SPENDING.”**

- **78%** want **MORE EFFICIENT, REGIONALIZED OUT-OF-CLASSROOM SPENDING**.
- **70%** agree the **LEGISLATURE SHOULD HOLD SCHOOLS ACCOUNTABLE FOR STUDENT PERFORMANCE**.
- **62%** say **SCHOOL DISTRICTS WANTING TO SPEND MORE THAN NECESSARY SHOULD PAY FOR IT**.

**6 out of 10 KANSANS** are willing to **AMEND the CONSTITUTION to TAKE BACK CONTROL of education funding FROM THE COURTS**.

**BOTTOM LINE:** Kansas voters want to see schools staying open, education funding actually reaching the classroom, and are willing to change the constitution to stop the courts from running their kids’ schools.

**POLLING DATA:** Polling sample of 512 registered Kansas voters with +/−4.4 credibility interval. Full poll results can be viewed at [http://www.surveyusa.com/client/PollReport.aspx?g=c823b217-e1cf-4928-8086-eb6e0d2f7f9b](http://www.surveyusa.com/client/PollReport.aspx?g=c823b217-e1cf-4928-8086-eb6e0d2f7f9b). *Only 25% of voters responded with ‘yes’*